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Abstract

Sexual selection has driven the evolution of exaggerated traits among diverse animal taxa. The production of
exaggerated traits can come at a cost to other traits through trade-offs when resources allocated to trait development
are limited. Alternatively some traits can be selected for in parallel to support or compensate for the cost of bearing
the exaggerated trait. Male giraffe weevils (Lasiorhynchus barbicornis) display an extremely elongated rostrum used
as a weapon during contests for mates. Here we characterise the scaling relationship between rostrum and body size
and show that males have a steep positive allometry, but that the slope is non-linear due to a relative reduction in
rostrum length for the largest males, suggesting a limitation in resource allocation or a diminishing requirement for
large males to invest increasingly into larger rostra. We also measured testes, wings, antennae, fore- and hind-tibia
size and found no evidence of a trade-off between these traits and rostrum length when comparing phenotypic
correlations. However, the relative length of wings, antennae, fore- and hind-tibia all increased with relative rostrum
length suggesting these traits may be under correlational selection. Increased investment in wing and leg length is
therefore likely to compensate for the costs of flying with, and wielding the exaggerated rostrum of larger male giraffe
weevils. These results provide a first step in identifying the potential for trait compensation and trades-offs, but are
phenotypic correlations only and should be interpreted with care in the absence of breeding experiments.
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Introduction

Competition between males for mates has led to the
evolution of exaggerated traits through sexual selection [1,2].
Exaggerated traits can be used as either weapons to increase
success in direct conflict with other males, or as ornaments
subject to female choice. Males possessing the largest or most
elaborate traits are often demonstrated to benefit from higher
mating success than their counterparts [1].

In many species sexual selection for an exaggerated trait
has resulted in a steep positive allometric relationship with
body size, such that the trait gets disproportionately larger with
increasing body size [3], but see 4. Exaggerated trait scaling
relationships are often best described by a straight line after log
transformation of body and weapon size, but in many species
the relationship is non-linear and is better described as being
curved, sigmoidal or discontinuous [5]. Many species exhibit
dimorphism in male weapon size as a discontinuity in the
scaling relationship between body and weapon size. Weapon

dimorphism has been traditionally associated with a
developmental threshold, such that only males above a certain
body size are reprogrammed to display the trait, and below the
threshold the trait will be rudimentary or absent [6]. However,
recent analyses have shown that these thresholds are not
always straightforward, and that some model species such as
the scarabaeid beetle Onthophagus taurus show a continuous
relationship between weapon and body size and do not show
evidence for a reprogramming event between small hornless
(minor) and large horned (major) males, supporting instead a
non-linear model of exponential horn growth followed by a
growth constraint in the largest males due to competition
between body parts during resource allocation [7].
Furthermore, the weapon dimorphisms of some species are not
highlighted by a bimodal frequency distribution, and are only
detected by analysing scaling relationships using non-linear
techniques [5]. In many cases the resulting dimorphism
between small and large males is coupled with important
differences in behaviour between the two morphs, such as
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alternative mating tactics [8,9]. These tactics are generally
divided at a threshold between minor and major males, and in
many cases minors adopt sneaking tactics while majors rely on
aggressive mate guarding tactics [10-12].

The development of exaggerated secondary sexual traits
such as horns and enlarged mandibles can come at the cost of
investment in other characters due to the trade-off for
resources prior to development into adults [13]. The demand
placed on the development of the adult by the exaggerated trait
can result in an overall reduction in body size, or smaller
individual traits such as wings and eyes. Alternatively some
adult body structures may be under genetic correlational
selection for their role in supporting the exaggerated trait, such
that the resulting phenotype of the body part correlates with the
phenotype of the trait in question [14]. Compensation can also
occur where the potential reduction in performance (e.g.
locomotion) due to bearing a large exaggerated trait results in
the correlated increase in another trait (e.g. wing size). These
correlated traits may physically support the growth of the
exaggerated trait, play a role in its use, or compensate for any
negative impact on another aspect of the individuals
performance. For example, the exaggerated eye-span of large
male stalk-eyed flies should cause a major disadvantage in
flight performance due to the cost of bearing this trait; however
studies of these species have shown a surprising lack of male
disadvantage in flight, likely due to correlational selection on
increased wing size in relation to the increased investment in
eye span [15-17]. Overall, individuals which have large
exaggerated traits are expected to possess larger supporting or
compensatory structures which are selected alongside the
exaggerated trait, while also being subject to trade-offs with
other body parts.

Resource investment into the development of each trait is
particularly important in holometabolous insect species
because development during metamorphosis takes place in a
closed system [14]. During larval development, clusters of cells
form to make up imaginal structures (or imaginal discs) that will
become adult appendages after metamorphosis. Each group of
cells is separate such that, for example, the cluster that will
form the left leg is separate from that which will form the right
leg [18]. Although these cells are set aside early in larval
growth during embryogenesis, most of the growth of imaginal
discs occurs after the larva has stopped feeding, prior to
metamorphosis into the pupal stage [19,20]. This has
implications for development because imaginal discs must
share resources that have been previously acquired. The final
size of each imaginal disc is a function of body size,
complicated by the fact that they grow in a closed system
where disc growth comes at the expense of other parts of the
body and overall size [20]. This can result in morphological
trade-offs where the development of an exaggerated trait (e.g.
horns) can result in other structures (e.g. eyes, genitalia)
growing disproportionately smaller [13].

The expression of exaggerated traits can also be limited
such that after a certain size relative to the body, further
exaggeration of the trait would result in problems with the
development of crucial parts of the rest of the body [21]. This is
observed as a curvature or asymptote in the slope when

plotting weapon size against body size, and shows that the
largest males in the species actually decrease their relative
investment in weapon size [22]. Although this decreasing slope
at the upper size limit of males has been described in some
studies, it has been relatively overlooked until recently when
Knell et al. [21] conducted a comparative analysis using lucanid
beetles to show that the largest males of a species had
decreasing investment in weapon size, and that across the
family species with the largest mandibles had the greatest
decrease of slope for large males. The closed system for
development of holometabolous species as described above
may explain these asymptotic allometries because resources
must be shared between traits, thereby resulting in competition
between traits during growth and development. Individuals that
invest heavily into an exaggerated trait could therefore deplete
any available resources for growth resulting in a physiological
constraint in trait size [21].

The New Zealand giraffe weevil Lasiorhynchus barbicornis
(Fabricius) (Coleoptera) is the longest brentid weevil in the
world, mostly owing to the extremely elongated rostrum
(extension of head) displayed by adult males (Figure 1).
Although both sexes show high size variation, females are
generally the smaller sex (12 - 50 mm in length), with males
varying six-fold in size from 15 - 90 mm in length (CJ Painting
unpublished data) [23]. Giraffe weevils are an endemic wood-
boring species in New Zealand, found in native forest in
association with dead or dying trees. Adult weevils emerge and
aggregate in summer months on tree trunks or branches where
females will drill the tree surface to prepare a hole suitable for
laying an egg [24]. During this time males will compete fiercely
for access to females for copulation, using their greatly
elongated rostrum and enlarged mandibles to push, bite, pull
and grapple other males from the female, occasionally throwing
their opponent off the tree (CJ Painting personal observations)
[24]. The use of the rostrum by males during these contests
highlights its importance as a weapon, and suggests that it is
likely to be under direct sexual selection, however the scaling
relationship between rostrum and body size is currently
undescribed.

This study (1) characterises the shape and slope of the
scaling relationship between rostrum length and body size of
male and female giraffe weevils (2), investigates the presence
of an asymptote in weapon allometry (3), checks for
discontinuities in the scaling relationship between weapon and
body size as possible indicators of male dimorphism in weapon
size and the potential for the presence of alternative mating
tactics and (4) investigates the potential for trade-offs and/or
compensation between weapon size and that of testis, wing,
antennae, and leg size by investigating phenotypic correlations.
A description of the scaling relationship of rostrum size for this
species is important as a morphological framework from which
to base future studies on the behavioural importance of this
trait as a weapon in males. A decreasing allometry for the
largest males can suggest an increasing cost in weapon
production due to a limit in resource allocation. Alternatively,
the relative benefits of increasing investment in rostrum length
could diminish as males approach the largest size in the
population. If weapon size determines fighting success, a very
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large male already has the competitive advantage over the
majority of other males in the population, and therefore would
be under less selective pressure to invest further in rostrum
size. Given the extreme length of large males and the heavy
investment into rostrum length, any trade-off or compensation
in the relative size of other traits can help us to understand the
cost of bearing such a greatly exaggerated trait. A previous
study found that the strongest phenotypic trade-offs were
between the weapon and the nearest developing trait (e.g.
eyes, wings or antenna), which is hypothesised to be due to
local competition between traits for a limited pool of resources
[13]. The antennae of L. barbicornis grow directly from the
rostrum, and we therefore predict that antenna size will show a
phenotypic trade-off with rostrum size. Furthermore, we predict
a trade-off between testis size and rostrum length because
animals are expected to have a limited amount of resources for
reproduction, which should be divided between the ability to
gain access to females (e.g. increased weapon size) and
fertilisation through increased sperm production (testis size)
[25]. We assume that there is a biomechanical cost to bearing
weaponry, and that therefore wings and legs will be increased
in size to assist with flying ability and wielding of the weapon.

Materials and Methods

Field sampling and morphological measurements
Measurements of 987 male and 653 female adult L.

barbicornis were taken to characterise the scaling relationship

between body and weapon size from a wild population at
Matuku Reserve (36°51’55.205”S, 174° 28’19.262”E) in West
Auckland, New Zealand. We conducted weekly trips to the
reserve between 4 November 2011 and 26 March 2012 to take
regular snapshots of the giraffe weevil population. Given that
body size and scaling relationships for some species can vary
significantly during a season [26-28], taking representative
measurements from the whole season provides a baseline
description of the scaling relationship from which to compare in
the future. Weevils were found by searching on 16 dying or
partially dying, standing karaka (Corynocarpus laevigatus)
trees which we had previously determined to host aggregations
of adult L. barbicornis. Searching was conducted systematically
along the trunk and branches of each tree until all weevils
present were located. The weevils were removed, measured,
then marked with a unique colour combination (Queen Bee
Marking Paints, Lega, Italy) to ensure they were only ever
measured once during the season, and then released back
onto the trees. Measurements were made using Rok digital
calipers to the nearest 0.01 mm. Weapon size was measured
as the total length of the rostrum from the tip of the mandibles
to the base of the head (RL). Body size measurements were
total body length (BL, tip of mandibles through to end of elytra),
pronotum width (PW), pronotum length (PL), elytra width (EW),
and left elytra length (EL). A repeatability test was conducted
by measuring 20 individual male L. barbicornis three times, and
then calculating the fraction of the summed variance among
individuals [29]. All body measurements had high levels of

Figure 1.  A large male giraffe weevil guards a drilling female.  The extreme sexual dimorphism in this species is highlighted
here, and is mostly due to the elongation of the male rostrum.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0082467.g001
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repeatability (0.99), and the variation between individuals was
significantly higher than within individuals (RL: F1,19 = 323.5, p <
0.0001; PW: F1,19 = 257.2, p < 0.0001; PL: F1,19 = 487.3, p <
0.0001; EW: F1,19 = 276.8, p < 0.0001; EL: F1,19 = 282.6, p <
0.0001). Pronotum width was used in the following analyses as
an overall measure of body size because this is the most
common character used in the analysis of scaling relationships
in other beetles [7,30,31]. Pronotum width was highly
correlated with all other body size measurements (Pearson’s
correlation coefficients compared to PW: Males BL = 0.988, PL
= 0.983, EW = 0.991, EL = 0.987; Females BL = 0.986, PL =
0.969, EW = 0.990, EL = 0.982).

Trait trade-offs and compensation
To investigate the possibility of trade-offs and compensation

between rostrum length and other traits, we collected 49 males
at Matuku Reserve in March 2010. We attempted to collect
representatives of all possible male body sizes, ranging from
18.5 to 82.1 mm in total body length (compared to a possible
range of 15 to 90 mm). Each individual was frozen, and after
measurement were stored in 70% Ethanol. We took body (PW)
and weapon size (RL) measurements as above using Rok
digital calipers to the nearest 0.01 mm and also measured the
total length of the left antenna (AL), and the length of the left
fore- (FTL) and hind-tibia (HTL). We measured a subset of 11
of these males three times and found high levels of
repeatability (0.99) and the variation between individuals was
significantly higher than within individuals (AL: F1,10 = 5467, p <
0.0001; FTL: F1,10 = 1550, p <0.0001; HTL: F1,10 = 2347, p
<0.0001). The left hind wing was then dissected from each
specimen and mounted on a slide with a drop of mounting
agent (Microscopy Aquatex, Merck) and a cover slip. The width
and length of each wing was measured under the microscope
using an ocular micrometer (Leica M216 microscope). A
subsample of 11 males were measured three times
demonstrating high repeatability (0.99) of our measurements
and the variation between individuals was significantly higher
than within individuals (Wing 1: F1, 10 = 1861, p < 0.0001; Wing
2: F1, 10 = 4457, p < 0.0001). Testes were carefully dissected
from each individual and immediately measured on a slide
using a microscale (Bioquip) under a dissecting microscope.
Giraffe weevils have bilobed testes, so to simplify the analysis
only the width and length of the left lobe of the left testis was
used. The average of the width and length of this lobe was
taken as a measure of overall testis size (calculated as the
(width + length)/2). A paired t-test showed no difference in the
mean size of the right and left lobe (t = 1.68, df = 47, p = 0.10).
We unfortunately did not conduct a repeatability test on these
measurements, but as a proxy for measurement accuracy the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated between mean
size of left and right testis lobe (r = 0.93). We also ran the
analyses using the width and length of the left lobe separately
to check for any differences, but found the same result as using
the mean; hence only data from the mean is presented here
(but see Figure S1).

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were conducted in R 2.15 [32]. We

first characterised the shape and slope of the scaling
relationship for male and female weevils using individuals
measured at Matuku Reserve. To analyse the shape of the
scaling relationship between rostrum length and pronotum
width the steps outlined in Knell [5] were followed. Six models
were compared: (a) simple linear regression, (b) quadratic
regression, (c) non-linear regression (logistic, four-parameter
logistic, and Weibull growth function), and (d) breakpoint
models using Akaike’s Information Criteria (AIC) and Bayesian
Information Criteria (BIC) to determine the model which best
described the data. After selecting the best model, AIC was
used to compare models with different variance structures to
check and account for heteroskedasticity. The breakpoint
model, analysed using the segmented package in R [33,34], is
useful when the relationship between trait and body size is best
described by two straight lines rather than a single straight line
or a curve [5,30]. Since Huxley [22] allometric relationships
have been described using log-transformed data to enable
easier fitting of an exponential model using linear regression.
However, several recent publications have highlighted
important issues with transforming raw data in these analyses,
and modern techniques using non-linear regression makes log
transformation no longer necessary [35-37]. To accurately
describe the scaling relationship of L. barbicornis raw data was
used, but the same models were also conducted using natural
log transformation of both variables and it was found that very
similar model selection applied (Table S1).

The difference in the scaling relationship of rostrum length
and body size (pronotum width) between males and females
was analysed using the R package smatr Version 3.2.3 [38,39].
This package was developed specifically for analysing
allometries, and uses type II regression techniques such as
standardised major axis regression (SMA) to test whether a
slope deviates from isometry (b < or > 1), or whether two
slopes are significantly different from each other. This is a more
appropriate technique than type I linear regression when the
goal is to estimate the line of best fit from a bivariate data set
rather than predicting the value of one variable from another
because linear regression underestimates the line of best fit
and could therefore lead to an incorrect decision as to whether
two variables are isometric [38]. Although we have pointed out
that issues are currently debated regarding the use of log
transformation in allometry [35-37,40], there are currently no
type II regression techniques available using raw data to test
for analysing non-linear allometries. Therefore to enable
comparison between the sexes data was log-transformed to
test for positive allometry. We first tested for a deviation from
isometry by fitting SMAs to male and female scaling
relationships and then tested for a correlation between the
standardized major and minor axes under an assumed slope of
1 [38]. A significant correlation (r) suggests that the true slope
is not equal to 1. We also tested for a common slope between
males and females using a test in smatr analogous to
ANCOVA, but we used the slopes estimated by SMA rather
than least squares regression [39].

Exaggerated Trait Allometry in Giraffe Weevils
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The relative size of testes, wings, antennae, and legs were
compared to weapon size (rostrum length) using residual
analysis [13]. Firstly relative rostrum size was calculated by
taking the residuals from a Weibull growth function analysis of
rostrum length against body size (pronotum width) using
untransformed data. Then, the relative size of each subsequent
trait was determined by calculating the residuals from the most
appropriate regression model of that untransformed trait size
against untransformed pronotum width. To choose the best
model to describe the scaling relationship between each trait
and pronotum width, we compared the same six models (linear,
quadratic, breakpoint, logistic, four-parameter logistic, and
Weibull growth function) that were used to describe the
weapon scaling relationship, and used AIC to choose the
model that best fit the data (Table 1). Linear regression models
were then conducted using relative trait size as the response
variable, and relative rostrum length as the explanatory
variable. A significant negative correlation indicates that males
with relatively longer rostrums are trading off against other
traits such as testes and wings. A positive correlation suggests
that males are compensating for the increasing cost of bearing
the weapon by increasing the size of the other trait.

Ethical Statement
The weevils used in this research were all collected from or

measured at Matuku Reserve with permission from the Royal
Forest and Bird Protection Society of New Zealand.

Results

Shape and slope of scaling relationship
To analyse the scaling relationship of female L. barbicornis a

scatterplot of rostrum length against pronotum width was made
to visually inspect the relationship (Figure 2). There was a clear
linear relationship between these two traits, with no obvious
deviation from a straight line. As expected, a simple linear
regression model showed a very strong correlation between
female rostrum length and body size (R2 = 0.96, rostrum length
= 0.69 + 3.24x pronotum width, p <0.001). Following the
parsimonious approach of Knell [5] we decided that it was not
necessary to go further with this analysis, and it was concluded
that the shape of the female scaling relationship is best
described by a continuous, straight line. This conclusion is also
supported by the extremely tight 95% confidence intervals for
the slope estimate (Figure 2, 95% CI = 3.19 - 3.3).

An initial inspection of a scatterplot of untransformed rostrum
length (weapon size) against pronotum width (body size) for
male L. barbicornis showed a continuous relationship between
the two variables, but there appeared to be a decrease in
relative rostrum length for the largest males (Figure 2). The
slope appears to decrease at a pronotum width of
approximately 3.8 mm. The scaling relationship was
characterised by comparing a range of linear and non-linear
models using AIC calculated as [2x (-log likelihood) + 2x (no.
parameters in the model)] to compare models. Models with the
lowest AIC values best describe the relationship between the
variables in question, and models with a difference in AIC
scores of more than two are considered to be different [41].

Changes in BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) were also
used to compare models as this approach takes into account
sample size with the equation [-2x ln (likelihood) + no.
parameters in the model x log (sample size)] [42]. BIC
therefore penalizes more complicated models when sample
size is large, and in this case can be used to avoid type I errors
and ensure that the choice of a non-linear model to describe
scaling relationship is really a better fit than a simple linear
model.

The allometric relationship between rostrum length and
pronotum width was best described by a sigmoidal model (i.e.
Weibull growth function), although the four-parameter logistic

Table 1. Models fitted to describe the scaling relationship of
untransformed trait size and pronotum width of male
Lasiorhynchus barbicornis.

Trait Model AIC ΔAIC
Mean testis size Linear -24.24 0
 Breakpoint -22.72 1.52
 Quadratic -22.3 1.94
 Logistic* NA NA
 Four-parameter logistic* NA NA
 Weibull growth function* NA NA

Wing length Breakpoint 104.97 0
 Quadratic 105.26 0.29
 Logistic 105.36 0.39
 Four-parameter logistic 106.66 1.69
 Weibull growth function 106.75 1.78
 Linear 123.32 18.35

Wing width Quadratic 31.56 0
 Logistic 32.01 0.45
 Breakpoint 33.64 2.08
 Weibull 33.82 2.26
 Linear 50.73 19.17
 Four-parameter logistic* NA NA

Fore-tibia length Breakpoint 20.07 0
 Logistic 20.46 0.39
 Quadratic 21.48 1.41
 Four-parameter logistic 21.88 1.81
 Weibull growth function 21.95 1.88
 Linear 28.29 8.22

Hind-tibia length Four-parameter logistic 21.87 0
 Breakpoint 24.18 2.31
 Weibull growth function 35.96 14.09
 Logistic 37.62 15.75
 Quadratic 40.09 18.22
 Linear 52.11 30.24

Antenna length Breakpoint 116.72 0
 Four-parameter logistic 118.72 2
 Weibull growth function 118.78 2.06
 Logistic 120.33 3.61
 Quadratic 122.86 6.14
 Linear 138.85 22.13

*. Due to model requirements, we were unable to fit non-linear models to these
traits.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0082467.t001
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model showed very little difference in AIC and BIC weight
(Table 2, Figure 2). Both models show that the upper
asymptote is due to the decrease in relative rostrum size of a
few very large males, although the four-parameter model also
suggests some evidence of a lower asymptote. Overall, the
deviation from linearity is slight, but the fit of both of these
sigmoidal models were considerably better than a simple linear
model (Weibull: ΔAIC = 98.9, ΔBIC = 89.1, Four-parameter
logistic: ΔAIC = 98.1, ΔBIC = 88.4). The subtle differences in
R2 between each model tested further emphasises that the
deviation from linearity is slight and due to a small number of
very large males. The frequency distribution of rostrum length
for both males and females shows a unimodal distribution, but
is highly right-skewed for males (Figure 3).

To enable the comparison of the scaling relationship
between the sexes and to test for deviation from isometry the
slopes for each sex were treated as a straight line using log-
transformed data. First, the allometric slope for males was
calculated using all specimens, but to determine the effect of
the decreasing slope for the largest males the slope was also
calculated without these largest males. As the Weibull growth

curve described earlier predicted an asymptote at a greater
rostrum length than we observed (44.63 mm, max. observed
was 42.45 mm), the allometric slope was calculated for males
that had a pronotum width smaller than 4.08 mm, which was
the predicted change in slope in the breakpoint model. Only six
males (from 987) were above the predicted breakpoint, so the
slope for these largest males was not calculated. The
relationship between rostrum length and body size was steeply
positively allometric for males, when including all males and
when excluding males beyond the breakpoint, as indicated by
the slope values which both show significant deviation from
isometry (Table 3). The allometric slope is analogous to the
power function in the Weibull growth curves (Table 2), however
because data was logged for the SMA analysis the two values
are not directly compared (but see Table S1). Females showed
weak but significant negative allometry according to the test for
deviation from isometry (Table 3). Using a likelihood ratio test
compared to a chi-squared distribution it was found that the
male and female slopes were significantly different from each
other (Table 3).

Figure 2.  The allometry of rostrum length for male and female Lasiorhynchus barbicornis.  The line of best fit for each sex is
fitted on the data, showing a Weibull growth curve for males (closed circles), and a simple linear regression line for females (open
circles). The grey shaded area around each set of points is the 95% confidence intervals for each model (seen as a grey line for
females due to CI’s being very tight). Inset drawings show the sexual dimorphism in rostrum morphology (drawings by Vivian Ward).
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0082467.g002
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Trade-offs and compensation
The residual analysis showed that relative wing length

positively correlated with relative rostrum length, showing that
males with the largest rostrums invest disproportionately more
into wing length than males with smaller rostrums (Figure 4A; b
= 0.394, df = 47, p <0.0001, R2 = 0.25). However, relative wing
width did not significantly correlate with relative rostrum length
(Figure 4B; b = 0.142, df = 47, p = 0.399, R2 = 0.02). Fore-tibia
(Figure 4C; b = 0.152, df = 47, p <0.0001, R2 = 0.27), hind-tibia
(Figure 4D; b = 0.183, df = 47, p <0.0001, R2 = 0.46), and
antennae length (Figure 4E; b = 0.573, df = 47, p <0.0001, R2 =
0.37) showed positive correlations with relative rostrum length.
Relative testis size did not correlate with relative rostrum
length, suggesting that there is no trade-off or compensation

Table 2. Models fitted to describe the scaling relationship of
untransformed rostrum length and pronotum width of male
Lasiorhynchus barbicornis.

Model AIC ΔAIC BIC ΔBIC R2 Model Parameters
Weibull
growth
function

3019.6 0 3044.1 0 0.971 a (asymptote) = 44.63

      
drop (asymptote - y
intercept) = 41.94

      
lrc (ln rate constant) =
-2.91

      
power (power x is raised
to) = 2.51

Four-
parameter
logistic

3020.4 0.8 3044.8 0.7 0.971
a (lower asymptote) =
-2.72

      
b (upper asymptote) =
46.61

      c (scale) = 2.62

      
d (x value for inflection
point) = 0.92

Logistic model 3044.8 25.2 3064.4 20.3 0.970 a (asymptote) = 74.11

      
b (mid value of x when y
is a/2) = 1.36

      c (scale) = 0.46
Breakpoint
model

3067.7 48.1 3092.2 48.1 0.969 intercept = -10.56

      slope left = 12.38
      breakpoint = 4.08
      slope right = -15.58
Linear model 3118.5 98.9 3133.2 89.1 0.968 a (intercept) = -10.26
      b (slope) = 12.23
Quadratic
model

3120.2 100.6 3139.8 95.7 0.968 a (intercept) = -10.54

      b1 (first slope) = 12.47
      b2 (second slope) = -0.05

Note that the ΔAIC and ΔBIC were always calculated between the best model (in
bold) and each subsequent model, arranged by increasing values of AIC and BIC.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0082467.t002

between testes and rostrum size (Figure 4F; b = 0.024, df = 47,
p = 0.28, R2 = 0.03).

Discussion

Shape of scaling relationship
The analysis of the scaling relationship between rostrum and

body size showed a high level of dimorphism in the shape and
steepness of the allometric slope between the sexes. The
steep positive allometry displayed by males indicates that
larger males are allocating a disproportionate amount of
resources into rostrum length than smaller males. The
presence of a positive allometry when studying an exaggerated
trait in males (particularly when coupled with behavioural
observations) is generally used as evidence that the trait is
under sexual selection, and therefore demonstrates the
importance of the trait as a weapon or ornament used during
mate acquisition [3]. However, a recent review highlighted that
not all sexually selected traits show positive allometries when
scaled against body size, and not all traits showing positive
allometries are under sexual selection [4]. An historic
fascination with spectacularly exaggerated traits has led to the
incorrect conclusion that all sexually selected traits exhibit
positive allometry, while in fact this is not a universal trend
across all taxa. When positive allometries are observed for an
exaggerated trait, this suggests that (1) there is an overall
selective advantage for larger males that leads to an increase
in relative trait size (i.e. increasing trait size increases mating
success more for larger males than small males), and (2) that
there is corresponding selection for small males to invest
relatively less in weapon size (i.e. small males cannot wield
weapons effectively so invest in alternative mating tactics)
[4,43]. Caution must therefore be taken, and it is important to
couple this morphological data with behavioural observations
that determine the significant role of the rostrum in male-male
competition. Behavioural experiments determining whether
males with relatively long rostrums have a competitive
advantage during contests with other males will enable us to
have a clearer understanding of how sexual selection might
have shaped rostrum evolution in L. barbicornis.

Female rostrum length showed a linear relationship with
body size, whereas males showed a clear tapering of the slope
for the largest males, best explained by the Weibull growth
function model (closely followed by the four-parameter logistic
model) showing a sigmoidal relationship between weapon and
body size. Male dimorphism is particularly common in highly
size variable species that display weaponry, and although
dimorphisms can be difficult to identify, modern techniques
such as those outlined in Knell [5] that were followed in this
study, have allowed these analyses to become easier. Despite
this there was no evidence of dimorphism in weapon
expression, rather rostrum length scaled steeply with body size
until the curve starts to asymptote for the very largest males.
This relationship suggests a physiological constraint on
weapon size due to resource limitation in a similar pattern seen
in other armed insects [7,21,44]. Furthermore, a frequency plot
of rostrum length showed no evidence of bimodality. In L.
barbicornis males of all sizes, despite extensive size variation,
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possess elongated rostra, and future studies will show how
these are used across the spectrum of male sizes.

Asymptotes in weapon size in larger males are likely in
species that have a relatively high investment into weapon size
relative to body size [21]. For example, within the lucanid
beetles, those species that have steep positive scaling
relationships between mandible and body size show a higher
level of constraint for the largest males than in those species
that do not invest substantially into mandible size [21]. The
declining investment into weaponry for the largest males in
holometabolous insects such as beetles reflects the
environment that these structures develop in, where most of
the growth of the discs that will become adult appendages
occurs after feeding has ceased, therefore reflecting the closed
system in which they develop [19,20]. The growth of large
exaggerated structures such as the rostrum in the giraffe
weevil is therefore expected to be limited by available
resources, which at the same time must be shared between all
other developing adult structures. However, because these
data are correlational we cannot rule out other possible
reasons for a decrease in relative rostrum length such as
limitations due to increasing energy requirements for wielding
increasingly large weapons [21]. Another possible explanation
for the decrease in relative rostrum length could be due to a
diminishing requirement for large males to invest increasingly
into larger rostra. Very large males are relatively rare in the

population (Figure 3) and are therefore unlikely to directly
compete with similarly large males on a regular basis. These
large males are therefore likely to have the competitive
advantage over the majority of males present in an aggregation
and may not be under strong selection to invest further into
rostrum length like their smaller counterparts. While the scaling
relationship was best described by sigmoidal models, we
recognise that the deviation from linearity in the model is

Table 3. Scaling relationship between body and rostrum
size for males and females at Matuku Reserve.

 n Slope (b) lower CI upper CI r χ2

Males (all) 987 1.65 1.63 1.67 0.94*** 1362***
Males (ex. large males) 981 1.66 1.65 1.68 0.95*** 1368***
Females 653 0.95 0.93 0.97 -0.21***  

Males above the predicted breakpoint were removed and the slope reanalysed
without the largest males. The allometric slope is the standardised major axis slope
(±95% confidence interval) of log rostrum length against log pronotum width.
Slopes (b) significantly greater than 1 indicate a positive allometry, and b less than
1 indicates negative allometry. The r correlation statistic tests for deviation from
isometry. The likelihood ratio (χ2) compares whether male and female slopes
significantly differ from each other. *** indicates p <0.0001.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0082467.t003

Figure 3.  Frequency distribution of rostrum length in Lasiorhynchus barbicornis.  Male (hatched bars, n = 987) rostrum
length is right skewed but unimodal, while the rostrum length of females (shaded bars) is normally distributed. Frequencies are
plotted as probability densities to allow for comparison between the two uneven sample sizes.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0082467.g003
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Figure 4.  Relative trait size in relation to relative rostrum length for male Lasiorhynchus barbicornis.  Relative trait size was
calculated by taking the residuals of (A) wing length, (B) wing width, (C) fore-tibia length, (D) hind-tibia length, (E) antenna length,
and (F) average of testis width and length from the best fit regression model of the trait against pronotum width. Linear regression
line plotted for significant (p < 0.05) correlations only.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0082467.g004
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subtle, and that a limitation in rostrum length is only occurring
for the very largest males which are a scarce but important
component of the population. Consequently, the scaling
relationship for male giraffe weevils is a continuous and mostly
linear relationship, with a decrease in slope for the very largest
males.

Trade-offs and compensation
There was no evidence of a trade-off demonstrated by

negative phenotypic correlation between rostrum size and any
of the traits measured in males of the giraffe weevil. Among
other species, previous studies investigating the potential for
trade-offs between secondary sexual traits and other
appendages have found mixed results. Some species show
evidence of a trade-off, and others do not, demonstrating that
there is no universal pattern across those taxa that display
exaggerated traits. In the past, studies on trade-offs mostly
focused on traits that were developing in close proximity to the
exaggerated trait, and have found a tight link between the
ecology of the species and the presence and location of these
traits [13,45]. Trade-offs between adjacent developing traits are
expected because the developing tissues mostly use a local
pool of resources available for growth [13]. However many
correlational [46-48] and experimental studies manipulating
weapon size have identified trade-offs with disparate traits such
as testes [25,49-51]. These patterns are not universal, possibly
because trade-offs of this nature are only apparent when
environmental conditions are stressful (i.e. during food
shortages) [25,52]. Furthermore, by limiting the analysis to
phenotypic correlations, it is not possible to determine whether
underlying trade-offs are obscured by variation in individual
quality due to genetic differences in the ability of individuals to
acquire resources [53,54].

There was no correlation between relative testis size and
rostrum length, indicating a lack of evidence for the predicted
trade-off between rostrum length and testis size. The relative
investment in weapon and testis size reflects an overall trade-
off in traits that increase the likelihood of acquiring mates
versus a trait that increases fertilisation success [25]. Giraffe
weevil males are highly likely to experience sperm competition
because females are highly promiscuous and will often mate
with several males prior to oviposition (CJ Painting unpublished
data). Males with the highest sperm competition risk are
expected to be under selection for adaptations that reduce this
risk, such as by increasing testis or ejaculate size [55]. In some
species (e.g. Atlantic salmon, dung beetles, etc.) small males
have been found to increase the relative investment into testis,
presumably due to selection to compensate for an increase in
sperm competition and a decrease in mating opportunities
[48,56-59]. However, not all species with a small male morph
increase relative testis size, perhaps due to variation in the cost
of gaining mates in comparison to other species (e.g. [60]).
One further possibility is that rather than increase testis size,
small males instead have larger ejaculates per copulation
because of a perceived disadvantage in mating opportunities
[61].

The relative size of wings, antennae, and legs showed
positive phenotypic correlations with relative rostrum length,

indicating these traits increase in size as rostrum increases.
This can be interpreted as males compensating for increased
rostrum length (and possibly the increased cost of locomotion
and fighting) by increasing the relative length of their hind
wings, antennae, and legs. The development of exaggerated
traits is repeatedly claimed to be costly, and can negatively
affect the performance of other aspects of the individual not
directly related to mate acquisition. If the production of an
exaggerated trait negatively affects the performance of the
individual (e.g. reduces flight ability), natural selection can
operate to allow compensation of other physical or behavioural
traits. Individuals that can reduce the cost of bearing the
exaggerated trait will be at a selective advantage [15].
Compensation through integration of trait development can
make it difficult to assess the cost of exaggerated trait
production, especially if the individual is able to offset any
reduction in performance, therefore complicating the ability to
simply measure performance to imply the costliness of the trait
[31]. We do not have data on flight in L. barbicornis, but
intuitively one would expect that large males would have
reduced flight capability due to the hindrance of bearing such
long rostrums and additional weight. However, it is possible
that by increasing the relative length of their hind wings, males
have compensated for the cost of bearing a larger rostrum, and
suffer little or no disadvantage in flight. Interestingly, although
relative wing length showed the predicted correlation with
rostrum length, wing width did not. The additional surface area
resulting from a simple increase in relative wing length is
perhaps enough to compensate for the burden of carrying a
larger rostrum, such that it is not necessary for males to
similarly increase relative wing width. This has been found to
be the case in other species carrying large ornamentation, and
highlights the need to assess the possibility of compensatory
traits when studying the cost of sexually selected traits
[15,31,62]. Compensation in wing size could be further
analysed in the giraffe weevil by measuring flight behaviour
between males across the size spectrum, and by using
geometric morphometrics to assess variation in wing shape
and its allometry in addition to wing length. Interpreting positive
correlations as evidence of compensation and a lack of trade-
offs in a study relying only on phenotypic correlations must be
done with caution. Positive phenotypic correlations between
traits can be observed even when an underlying negative
genetic correlation due to a trade-off in resource allocation is
expected [54]. These models have been better developed in
the field of life history trade-offs, and have shown that there
can be high levels of genetic variation in the ability of
individuals to acquire resources from the environment, which
can lead to differences in resource allocation [63]. Particularly
when there is a large variation in how individuals acquire
resources, a positive correlation between the phenotype of two
size traits could simply be due to the ability of larger individuals
to acquire resources, therefore having more available to
allocate to both traits [54]. In a large-bodied species such as L.
barbicornis which has a larval stage that lasts at least two
years (CJ Painting unpublished data), breeding experiments to
test the relative genetic variability in resource acquisition and
allocation are prohibitive, and in this respect L. barbicornis may
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not make an ideal model to determine the genetic co-variance
of these traits. While the lack of predicted trade-offs between
traits, and the subsequent discovery of phenotypic correlation
between traits could be interpreted as evidence for genetic
correlation through developmental integration, we also
recognise that these correlations are a complex reflection of
differences in resource acquisition and allocation between
individuals.

Species with exaggerated traits that develop in a closed
system, such as in beetles, are most likely to undergo
competition with other developing traits, but are also likely to be
under selective pressure to increase the size of traits that
enable the exaggerated trait to be physically supported
[13,14,20,49,64]. Genetic correlation due to developmental
integration offers a possible explanation for the observation of
increased investment in both fore- and hind-tibia size in relation
to rostrum length. Males fight fiercely for access to females,
using their rostrum and mandibles to push, pull and grapple
with competing males (CJ Painting personal observations) [24].
The first part of this study showed that as overall body size
increases, so does the relative investment into rostrum length,
and therefore if larger, stronger legs are required to support the
individual during fights it is not surprising that a correlated
increased investment in leg size occurs through developmental
integration [65]. Similar results have been found in other
species, for example the fore-tibia in large, major males of
Onthophagus taurus have been shown to be relatively larger
than that of minor males, probably to compensate for the
hindrance of bearing horns during digging in tunnels, and to
support them during contests with rivals [14].

The observed increase in relative antenna length in relation
to rostrum size is less likely to be explained by correlated
selection to increase the success of large males. Instead it is
more likely that the positive correlation between these two traits
is due to direct interactions between cells during development
because antennae grow directly from the surface of the
rostrum. If the rostrum and antenna develop from the same
module (i.e. same imaginal disc) any factor that causes
variation in the growth of that module will be reflected in a
positive correlation between the final adult traits [65].
Alternatively, positive correlations can occur even if the
development of these traits is separate as signals between
pathways can also generate covariation if the variation in one
set of cells results in the communication of a chemical signal
that affects the other cells in a similar way [65]. We must,
therefore, acknowledge that this could be a possible
explanation for the observed correlations between weapon size
and wing and leg lengths. It is not known if the source of
variation in body size (and rostrum length) in L. barbicornis is
mostly due to genetic or environmental factors, but any
variation that affects the size of one trait can manifest in
covariation in another trait(s). The positive correlation between
rostrum and antenna size in L. barbicornis reflects different
developmental processes occurring compared to the
production of horns in Onthophagus beetles, where horns and
antennae share resources available for growth, but develop
from different imaginal discs, resulting in trade-offs between the
traits [13].

A principle tenet in sexual selection theory is that
exaggerated traits are costly to produce and bear [1]. Giraffe
weevil males can grow up to 90 mm long, and are the longest
brentid weevil in the world, with their rostrum making up half of
their total body length. With such a huge investment into
rostrum length, it seems sensible to assume that this comes at
the cost of other body parts. However, we did not find evidence
that the production of the rostrum in this species inflicts costs
on the relative size of any of the traits that we measured; rather
large males actually increased their investment in wing, leg,
and antenna length. We speculate that this is to compensate
for the increased load during flight and fights, and in the case
of antennae, this is perhaps due to developmental integration
with rostrum size. Overall this study has shown that male
giraffe weevils invest heavily into rostrum size which shows a
steep positive relationship with body size, with the largest
males under weapon-size constraint. This will therefore provide
an important baseline for future studies on variation in body
and weapon size investment.

Supporting Information

Figure S1.  Relative testis size in relation to relative
rostrum length for male Lasiorhynchus barbicornis.
Relative testis size was calculated by taking the residuals of (A)
testis width and (B) testis length from a linear regression model
of the trait against pronotum width. A linear regression of
relative testis size against relative rostrum length showed that
there was no significant relationship between these traits
(Testis width: b = 0.007, df = 47, p = 0.726, R2 = 0.003; testis
length: b = 0.04, df = 47, p =0.104, R2 = 0.06).
(TIF)

Table S1.  Models fitted to describe the scaling
relationship of natural log-transformed rostrum length and
pronotum width of male Lasiorhynchus barbicornis.
(DOCX)
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